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As one of the UK’s most premium estate agency brands, John D Wood prides itself on 
it’s traditional approach and values, while at the same time recognising the importance 
of new technologies and ways of working. This is reflected in their online presence and 
advertising campaigns through the use of restrained, classical visual styles with an 
element of playfulness and humour.

JOHN D WOOD & CO.



Shown above is an example of a simple typographic animation for John D Wood & Co’s 
social media pages. Utilising their traditional typography with a modern application.

JOHN D WOOD & CO.

TAP DEVICE TO PLAY
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In January 2017 I was asked to redesign the website for Good Homes. The previous 
incarnation was in dire need of updating, featuring typefaces and styling that no longer 
matched the appearance of the magazine, and lacking any kind of responsive design.
I produced a redesign with a modernised layout, and support for mobile and tablet 
devices. The new site has been a success, providing increased traffic and engagement.

GOOD HOMES WEBSITE

TAP TO SEE ONLINE

https://www.goodhomesmagazine.com
https://www.goodhomesmagazine.com


Gurgle magazine is a mother and baby publication which prides itself on it’s modern, 
no-nonsense approch to the subject matter. The magazine is conversational in tone and 
it’s online presence is vital to it’s success. As parenting and motherhood have become 
greater talking points, striking the right balance with communications has become more 
important. My work for their online channels has been about promoting conversation 
and portraying Gurgle as forward-thinking without becoming controversial.

GURGLE



Each month Gurgle delivers an email newsletter to subscribers, this is an opportunity to 
drive sales of the new issue and push traffic to the website. In their previous form the 
newsletters were unremarkable and uninspiring. By improving layouts, adding animated  
elements and utilising simple, punchy colour schemes I have again improved Gurgle’s 
newsletter subscriptions and engagement. Showing an 800% rise in click-through.

GURGLE EMAIL CAMPAIGNS

CLICK TO SEE ONLINE

http://emails.gurgle.com/q/119z0Hba3YZt/wv
http://emails.gurgle.com/q/119z0Hba3YZt/wv


Full branding, including online and print communication styling for Hamptons Home 
From Home. A holiday lettings department of Hamptons Estate Agents, based on the 
Isle Of Wight. The website was given a full overhaul, implementing the new logos, 
typography and colour palette with an updated, responsive layout.

HOME FROM HOME

CLICK TO SEE ONLINE

https://hamptonshomefromhome.co.uk


Full branding, including online and print communication styling for 
Hamptons Home From Home. A holiday lets department of Hamptons 
Estate Agents, based on the Isle Of Wight.

HOME FROM HOME

TAP DEVICE TO PLAY




Grand Designs is perhaps the best-known property in the building and renovating 
media. Between the Channel 4 TV show, Grand Designs Magazine and Grand Designs 
Live Events, it’s reach extends into the millions. Key to their success is presenting 
a consistent brand across all these avenues. Grand Designs magazine has recently 
undergone a redesign, and incorporating the new look into digital communications has 
been my responsibilty.

GRAND DESIGNS



As the print magazine has continued to evolve, I have been improving and updating the 
magazine’s newsletters. With the introduction of new layouts, animated banners and 
responsive design, subscribers continue to grow and retention is at an all-time high.

GRAND DESIGNS EMAIL CAMPAIGNS

TAP THE DEVICES

http://emails.granddesignsmagazine.com/q/119z0Ou9qD0L/wv
http://emails.granddesignsmagazine.com/q/119z0Ou9qD0L/wv
http://emails.idealhomeshow.co.uk/q/119z1lZdd9K8/wv


Pictured above is an example of a promotional animation for use on Twitter, in this case 
to showcase the new-look magazine and the re-organised content found inside.

GRAND DESIGNS ANIMATION

TAP ABOVE TO PLAY




Full branding and online communication styling for a startup subscription book service. 
Wandering Tern selects writings from diverse authors around the world, and provides a 
unique insight into their stories and places of origin. Providing travel-enthusiast writers 
with a consistent source of inspiration and knowledge.

WANDERING TERN



Full branding and online communication styling for a startup subscription book service. 
Wandering Tern selects writings from diverse authors around the world, and provides a 
unique insight into their stories and places of origin. Providing travel-enthusiast writers 
with a consistent source of inspiration and knowledge.

WANDERING TERN

TAP THE DEVICES



A selection of typographic animations and illstrations made for personal projects.

ANIMATIONS FOR FUN

TAP TO PLAY
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